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rP oduct Code

9W 

Lumens

600lm

Voltage

100-130V   1 2 0 º 2 years ETL

Beam AngleCRI Life Time Warranty Certificates

ZL9WNRGBIP67-M  

Dimmable

 

  

Applications

>80Ra

2

LED NEON LIGHT IP67 

- ETL Certificate
- 2 Year Warranty 
- Power saving
- No harm to human eyes

- Stable performance
- Excellent heat disspation with modern and durable desing 

Check closing precautions at: 

9W PER METER M:sold by meter 

www.zolulighting.com

The LED Neon light it’s a modern and versatile alternative that simulates the effect and look 
of traditional glass neon without the hassles and dangers associated with, like toxic gases, 
high voltage transformers or fragile glass tubes. Made off flexible plastic tubes filled with 
highly luminous LED lights that allow to install it easily in edges of buildings, structures or 
used in your home, whether you want to create a stylish lighting feature or simply add 
effective task lighting. It can be safely installed in almost any place, thanks to its IP67 feature, 
can be used for a whole host of outdoor projects.
With its long lifespan, energy efficiency, and low maintenance, you can explore limitless 
installation possibilities with the LED Neon Light.

- Architectural decorative lighting
- Archway, canopy and bridge edge lighting
- Amusement park, theater and aircraft cabin mood lighting
- Emergency hallway lighting
- Backlighting for signage letters
- Emergency exit path lighting

Accessories

Watts

30000 hrs DIM max 25mts

LED CONTROLLER for RGB Neon Light 360W max 100-130V~60Hz Remote Controller Sensing Distance: 10mts ZLNC120VRGB-01

ZLN4PIN Four Pin for RGB LED Neon Light

ZLN4PINCABLE 4 pins middle conector for RGB LED Neon Light with cable

ZLNMCLIP Mounting clips for RGB LED Neon Light 

LED CONTROLLER for RGB Neon Light 750W max 100-130V~60Hz Remote Controller Sensing Distance: 10-20mts ZLNC120VRGB-02

CE/RoHs

CE/RoHs
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ZLNEND End Cap for RGB LED Neon Light 

- Working temperature range from -15°C to 40°C 


